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1 Introduction

A new Leakage Monitoring and Location System with high sensitivity was
developed and tested by Siemens during the last years. Now this system has been
installed in a Nuclear Power Plant. The experiences gained during the qualification
tests and the first months of operation can be reported.

2 Basic Principle

The water or vapor flowing out from a leak in a pressurized component leads
to an increase in humidity in the adjacent area and the compartment room
respectively. Obvious the effect is the strongest very close to the leak itself,
particularly inside any insulation surrounding the component, FLOS is able to measure
this increase of local humidity by a temperature- and radiation-resistant sensor tube
running inside the insulation, preferable directly mounted along the pipe's outer
surface.

Initially dry air is injected into the tube. Moisture emanating from a leak diffuses
through porous (0,5 n) sintered metal elements placed at selected interval (0,3 to 1
m) along the sensor tube. The air of the tube is pumped in fixed time intervals, the
measuring cycle, through one central moisture detector which measures the absolute
humidity level, the dew point as a function of time. By recording the time difference
between starting pumping and recording a humidity peak the position of the leak
along the sensor tube can be deduced by using the known air velocity inside the tube
(see fig. 1).
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FLUS - Moisture and leak monitoring system
using a sensor tube
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FLUS ( Moisture Leak Detection System)

For calibration, a fixed amount of vapour - as a test gas - is injected directly
into the sensor tube for each measuring cycle. It moves through the tube's complete
length L resulting in an end peak measured by FLOS and indicating the length L by
its time of arrival 1. On one side the amplitude and the arrival time of the test gas
peak is checked to be within given ranges; any deviation is leading to an alarm
indicating a system's fault. On the other side the arrival time of the peak is precisely
measured and the plot of dewpoint % vs position x along the tube is more precisely
calculated such that the test peak is exactly transformed to the total length L. The
system is controlled by a PC (see section 3).

3 Measuring System

3.1 Hardware
The sensor tube consists of a flexible metal tube (inner diameter of 6 mm)

including cylinders in equidistant intervals, in which small disks of Ni-sintermetall are
welded. The tube is fabricated in sections (typically 3 m) and connected by standard
couplings to final lengths of totally 150 m. At the ends or between the sensor tube
sections non-sensitive tubes-standard stainless steel tubes of a diameter similar to
the sensor-tube - can be included by the same coupling device according to the
individual demand of the project. They are aiming to combine several monitoring
areas at different positions to one measuring loop whereas the beginning and end of
this loop is at the place of the central FLOS measuring station. According to its
flexibility the sensor tube can be easily laid to the structure. The same is true for the
non-sensitive tube which can be bent during mounting.

1 The same basic principle (LEOS system) has been successfully to monitor leaks from buried
pipelines in the petrochemical industries since 1978 with high sensitivity (< 11/h).
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the FLUS measuring station is normally set in an accessible room of the
containment. ltfcan;wbrkwith-'up"'to*8 measuring loops. This means that up to 1,2 km
sensor tube can be monitored with one system. ;•

FLOS/PC - System

Fig. 2
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^measupng system (fig, 2) built jn.a.mpdular technique has an analog and;
digital part,:The analog part consists of
• a ciryer fflp_^y|i%king;airfrom the compartment room, drying and pressing the air

into the tuBe, ,
• a calibration modul injecting for a short time a defined amount of vapour in the

tube,
• a sensor and control modul measuring the dewpoint and other parameters' Such

as the mass flow, the pressure and the temperature at several positions and K
• a valve,mQ^uJenabJinqi to switch the measyrlng cycle to several measuring loops.

The digital partis majhly ' . ! ' ' , ' • ~ •< •
• a PC-interface card tp control,the analog components (the valves, the calibration

and dryerr^P^M!^r ; ,s ; •, >
• the A/D-converter to digitize the measuring parameters such as dewpoint etc.
• a PC including floppy and main disk for data storage and human interfaces

• potential-free alarm lines for the status •„leak alarm" and ,,system alarm"
• a modem^or kAN-interfacefor the communication to a central FLOS computer

outside the control area!
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3.2 Software
The key element of the PC is the FLUS-software using a modern man-machine

interface design (MS-DOS, MS-WINDOWS, graphical menue according to
SAA/CUA standards). Normally the system works in an automatic mode which needs
no adjustments. This is true for a re-start condition after power fail, too. Between the
measurements or in the commissioning stage various parameters can be changed
and off-line analysis be made for instances in case of a leak indication.

For each periodic measurement the digitized values of the dew point, the mass
flow and the other measuring parameters (pressure, temperarure) are stored and
checked with respect to its consistency. Furtheron it will be determined whether the
dew point signal crosses the absolute and relative alarm level. The later is changing
with position along the tube and needs an exact transformation from the time to the
distance domain taken from the reference curve multiplied by an adjustable factor,
the relative alarm factor. In case of threshold crossings an alarm protocoll will be
printed which has all necessary information on the time, position and intensity of a
leak. A specified alarm diagram is printed if needed.

In case of an alarm the alarm signal is set (potential free relay contact) and the
alarm protocols are plotted by the printer of FLOS.

4 Field Experiences

4.1 One Year Use in a WER Power Plant
A FLOS system (without PC-technique) was installed in a WER 440 in order to

get the first plant experiences and sensitivity levels of leaks. The sensor tube was
fixed on top of the main coolant pipe at one loop of the primary circuit. The pipe was
covered by conventional insolation (fibre glass material and metall case).

Background measurements were supplemented by leak simulation tests during
plant operation. Small quantities of water (0,1 to 2 I) were inserted through the tube
into the insulation resulting in an evaporation at this position. The change of the
FLOS diagrams was evaluated as a function of time.

The conclusion was that
• FLOS is a very sensitive method to detect leaks less than 0,1 l/h respectively.The

more water is escaping into the insulation the higher is the FLUS indication Ax.

• the measured response time for detecting a leak less than 30 min.

After one year of operation the sensitive FLOS tube was partly taken out of the
plant and investigated. There was no physical change (or defect) to be seen.
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4.2 Qualification tests in a German Power Plant
• The new FLUS system controlled by a PC has been qualified for a German

pressurized water reactor plant to detect possible leaks in the closure head. A
mock-up was used to study the effects of leakage into the insulation at the
reheater vessel.

FLOS - Dew point ( TauP ) as a function of location
(leak simulation by a quantity of 0.9 kg / h )
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Fig. 3
FLOS ( Moisture Leak Detection System)

The results of this study confirm or surpass the results described above. Fig. 3
is a typical one-channel plot of the dewpoint showing the reference measurement
(blue curve) without a leak and a leak simulation test (red curve). In both cases
there is
• the FLUS indication of the sensitive portion of the measuring loop at x = 43 to 48

m and
• the test peak at x= 93 m to be seen.

In order to understand this curves it has to be considered that the FLUS-
detector reacts instantly to an incoming cloud of vapour during transportation of the
measuring air resulting in a steep increase of the curve at the FLUS-indication and
the test peak, but it has its own sensor characteristics concerning (smooth) signal
decay, if the cloud of vapour has passed. Some time after having detected the test
peak the vapour concentration and indication is dropped to a constant level which
corresponds to the dry level of the injecting fresh air. Then the measuring cycle is
closed.
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With respect to leak detection the conclusion of the study was:
• The indication clearly increases in case of a leak according to the strong increase

of vapour inside the insulation (increase of the dewpoint x from around 2 °C to
100 °C) reaching FLOS levels of +10 °C.

• Considering normal fluctuations of the humidity level in the room (x = -5 to +5 °C)
and the resulting change in the FLOS background level it can be concluded that a
leakage rate of 0,05 l/h is reliable detected. Measurable effects are already
noticeable at 0,01 l/h.

• There is a clear correlation between leakage rate and the increase of dewpoint
(Fig. 4). The leakage rate is quantifiable if the FLOS indication is calibrated for
the respective insulation as this was done in the study.

• The response time of FLOS for a leak indication was as short as 15 min.

FLOS - result
(cycle time of 30 min )

Fig. 4
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FLOS ( Moisture Leak Detection System )

With respect to location capabilities the position of FLOS indications were
compared to the measured position along the measuring loop. The location
accuracy was found to be less than 1 m, i.e. < 1 % of the total length.

To monitor the RPV closure head, one sensor tube section was placed inside
the insulation and another outside it in the compartment room above the closure
head around 10 m apart. Altogether a measuring loop of around 100 m was formed
using non-sensitive stainless steel tubes between the sensor tubes sections. The
beginning and end of the loop leads to the FLOS system standing in an accesssible
room inside the containment.
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Meantime the FLUS system has been successfully installed in a power plant
and leak simulation tests on its sensitivity were made during operation of the plant at
the closure head of the RPV.

5 Summary
FLOS proved to fulfill all necessary tasks of a sensitive and effective leak

monitoring system. It can be summarized as follows:
• High reliable detection using a self-control method by test gas injection for each

measurement, avoiding false alarms. Leak detection is independent of plant
operation as it uses the general effect of indicating the escaping water or vapour.

• Application for high temperatures and high radiation levels. There are no
electronic moduls necessarry on site, but only metallic materials of a long life
time.

• High sensitivity of 0,1 to 1 l/h leak rate.
• Location capability of better than 1 m; resolution of two leaks at the same time in

a distance along the tube of 4 m.
• Response time of 15 min.
• Quantification of the leak rate. e<
• Combined leak monitoring by one system for 8 measuring loops. This leads to a

maximum monitoring area of 1,2 km sensor tube and pipe length respectively.
• Combination of local leak monitoring at components with a global monitoring of

compartment rooms by installing many ...humidity measuring positions" (number
>50). Each of these positions can be connected to one measuring loop.

Especially the last two items help the system to have a strategic advantage
against other solutions as only one system is necessary for almost any monitoring
area in the primary and secundary circuit of a plant.
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